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H I G H L I G H T S  G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T  

• Adsorption of multivalent counterions 
affects the membrane charge. 

• Mean-field theory can accurately predict 
ion rejection and charge reversal. 

• Coupling the Extended Nernst-Planck 
equation and a Langmuir adsorption 
model improves model predictions. 

• Membrane charge reversal must be 
considered when multivalent ions are 
present in solution.  
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A B S T R A C T   

In nanofiltration (NF), solution and membrane chemistry determine the membrane charge density. In multi- 
component electrolytes solutions, it is important to consider the interaction between ions and NF membranes. 
For instance, in the presence of divalent ions, charge reversal can take place due to the interaction of counterions 
with the charged functional groups of the membrane. This paper presents a model based on state-of-the-art mean- 
field theory that includes the effect of divalent counterions on the membrane charge density. By using a Lang-
muir equation with two model parameters, we consider the adsorption of divalent ions (e.g., Ca2+ and Mg2+) in 
the polyamide active layer of the membrane and calculate the effective membrane charge density. Two different 
sets of experimental data from literature are used to evaluate the model. Contrary to the statement of a recent 
study on NF, we show that mean-field theory can predict the rejection of all types of ions in a multi-component 
electrolyte solution when the effect of divalent counterions on the membrane charge density is included. 
Moreover, the results in this study reinforce the idea that adsorption of counterions plays a fundamental role in 
the performance of nanofiltration.   
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1. Introduction 

In terms of rejection, NF is in between ultrafiltration (UF) and reverse 
osmosis (RO) [1,2] and presents several advantages compared to these 
other technologies. For instance, NF requires lower operating pressure 
and energy consumption than RO, while higher water permeability is 
achieved. Despite the lower pressure applied, NF can still achieve high 
retention of multivalent ions and dissolved organic matter [3]. There-
fore, NF can be used in different applications such as water reclamation, 
removal of impurities, and scaling prevention [4–13]. In addition, using 
NF as pre-treatment for RO improves the overall desalination perfor-
mance because water recovery increases, energy consumption de-
creases, and less chemical cleaning is needed. 

In desalination, polyamide (PA) thin-film composite (TFC) mem-
branes are the most commonly used because of their high selectivity and 

permeability [14]. PA-TFC membranes consist typically of a low resis-
tance support layer and a functionally active top layer, which plays the 
main role in the separation and rejection of ions [15]. The top polyamide 
layer in these membranes contains carboxylic and amine groups that 
normally, at neutral or alkaline pH, give a strong negative surface charge 
to the membrane [16], which also serves to reduce organic fouling [17]. 

During NF operation, the removal of contaminants and ions from 
water is the consequence of a combination of phenomena, such as steric 
and Donnan exclusion [17,18]. In addition, other transport effects, such 
as hindered diffusion in the pores of the membrane, play an important 
role [19]. 

We next provide a brief overview of literature on transport theory in 
NF. The mean-field theory is a modelling approach where physical re-
ality is described using continuum equations, formulated as mass bal-
ances and flux equations, based on averaged-out properties such as 
concentrations, pressures, and various potentials [20]. In NF, the 
extended Nernst-Planck (ENP) equation, which describes fluxes based 
on diffusion, advection, and electromigration [21], has been widely used 
[22–25]. For instance, Peters et al. used the extended Nernst-Planck 
equation to study the rejection of different single salts and compared 
their prediction with experimental data [26]. Models based on the ENP 
equation can be easily extended to include, besides ion transport, 
physical and chemical phenomena, such as chemical equilibrium of 
amphoteric ions [27] and acid-base reactions inside the membrane 
[20,28]. 

Besides the models based on mean-field theory, phenomenological 
models that are based on the Nernst-Planck equation have been pro-
posed. For instance, Fridman et al. [29] studied and theoretically 
described the rejection of prevalent ions in seawater (Cl− , Na+, Ca2+), 
and concluded that, to accurately predict ion concentrations in the 
permeate, one has to account for the presence of divalent ions [29]. 
Bason et al. found that ion adsorption and binding of counterions to the 
charged groups of an NF membrane can radically affect ion retention, 
and suggested that it needs to be included for accurate model predictions 
[30]. Recently, from these phenomenological approaches, objections 
were raised to the applicability of mean-field theory to describe ion 
transport and include the interaction between ions and the membrane 
[31]. 

In NF with PA-TFC membranes, it is important to consider the 
interaction between counterions (cations for negatively charged 
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Fig. 1. General illustration of binding between Ca2+ ions and the carboxylic groups in a PA top layer of a nanofiltration (NF) membrane. With high enough Ca2+

concentration, the net charge of the membrane is reversed from negative to positive. 
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Fig. 2. Membrane charge density as a function of [Ca2+]feed for two solutions 
with different [Na+]feed, 100 mM (blue) and 500 mM (red). Model parameters 
are given in Table 2, Case I. 
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membranes) and functional groups of the membrane. This interaction 
can be an important factor affecting the membrane charge density, 
especially when multivalent ions, such as Ca2+ and Mg2+, are present in 
solution [32–35]. Such interactions can even lead to reversal of the 
membrane charge and influence the transport properties of each indi-
vidual ion [18,36]. 

The binding mechanism between polyamide functional groups and 
multivalent ions has previously been studied [37]. For instance, Than-
garaj et al. already described how cations adsorb on polyamide resins 
and how PA acts as a polymeric chelate, adsorbing metal ions through a 
coordinate bond [38]. Bruni et al. developed a model for single salt 
solutions to describe competitive adsorption and site-binding of coun-
terions in NF [34]. Similarly, Hall et al. studied and modeled a reverse 
osmosis process for a multi-electrolyte solution considering the 
adsorption of cations and their effect on the membrane charge density 
[36]. 

In Fig. 1, we illustrate the model problem of a multi-component 
electrolyte solution with three ions (Ca2+, Na+, and Cl− ). In this illus-
tration, Ca2+ ions bind to negative carboxylic groups of the membrane. 
Therefore, when the concentration of Ca2+ is high enough, the surface 
charge of the membrane becomes positive (charge reversal), as we also 
show in Fig. 2. 

In our model, we include the adsorption of cations in the membrane 
by describing the membrane charge density as function of the local 
cation concentration. We assume that only Ca2+ or Mg2+ ions can affect 
the membrane charge density. In addition, hindrance, membrane 
porosity, and pore tortuosity, are all included in a reduction factor for 
diffusion. It is the aim of the present study to show that mean-field 
theory (ENP) together with suitable models for ion adsorption, can 
accurately predict ion retention by NF membranes. Experimental data 
by Fridman et al. [39] and by Déon et al. [40] are used to evaluate the 
model. Besides, with the proposed model, we can explain some puzzling 
results, such as rejection of ions increasing with concentration or 
controlled by counterions, that previous models could not predict 
[31,39]. 

2. Theory 

In the present section, we describe general theory, based on the 
extended Donnan steric partitioning pore model (ext-DSP model), to 
calculate the concentration difference that develops between the feed 
(influent solution) and the permeate (treated water) in NF. The ext-DSP 
model is based on the ENP equation, which includes advection, diffusion 
and electromigration, and in addition describes the partitioning of ions, 
Φi, between solution and membrane pores. Within this model, a Donnan 
balance applies at both edges of the membrane to include effects of steric 
hindrance and electric potential on the partitioning of ions. In the one- 
dimensional model proposed in this study, we only consider three types 
of ions, Cl− , Na+, and a divalent cation, either Ca2+ or Mg2+, and neglect 
reactions between them [41] while we also neglect any involvement of 
H+ or OH− . We include in the model how the membrane charge density 
is dependent on the adsorption of Ca2+ or Mg2+. Only divalent cations 
are considered to adsorb to the negatively charged membrane groups, 
because they have a much stronger binding energy than monovalent 
cations. 

The transport theory makes use of the ENP equation to describe the 
transport of ions through the membrane 

Ji = vFKc,ici − Kd,iεDi

(
∂ci

∂x
+ zici

∂ϕ
∂x

)

(1)  

where the ionic flux through the membrane, Ji, is a function of advec-
tion, diffusion and electromigration, respectively. The water velocity 
through the membrane is given by vF, the factor Kc,i accounts for a 
hindrance effect by which advection is reduced, and likewise Kd,i is a 
reduction factor for diffusion and electromigration. The ion 

concentration in the membrane pores is given by ci, Di is the diffusion 
coefficient in bulk solution, ε is a reduction factor due to membrane 
porosity and tortuosity, and x is the coordinate across the membrane. 

Inside the membrane, mass conservation of every ion, without 
chemical reactions, is given by 

∂ci

∂t
= −

∂Ji

∂x
(2)  

which for steady-state can be combined with Eq. (1) to arrive at 

0 = vFKc,i
∂ci

∂x
− ζiDi

∂
∂x

(
∂ci

∂x
+ zici

∂ϕ
∂x

)

(3)  

where the reduction factor for diffusion ζi is given by ζi = Kd,i ⋅ ε. We 
solve Eq. (3) at each position x in the membrane, from the membrane- 
feed solution boundary, x = 0, to the membrane-permeate boundary, 
x = δ, where δ refers to the thickness of the PA top layer. Besides, in 
relation to Eq. (3), we assume for all the ions the same hindrance factor 
for advection. In loose membranes, hindrances are less pronounced for 
advection than for diffusion, and Kc,i ≈ 1 [42]. 

At both membrane-solution interfaces, we apply the Donnan equi-
librium for each ion 

c*
i = cout,iΦie− ziΔϕD (4)  

where ci* is the ion concentration in the membrane at the membrane- 
feed solution boundary, or on the membrane-permeate boundary, and 
cout,i is the corresponding concentration in solution just outside the 
membrane. At the edges of the membrane, the general ion partitioning 
coefficient, Φi, groups all the different phenomena that can affect the 
partitioning of ions. Since size exclusion is one of the main rejection 
mechanisms in membrane-based processes, the contribution of steric 
hindrances to the partitioning is often considered [43]. However, other 
phenomena can be included in the partitioning function to calculate Φi, 
e.g., dielectric exclusion [44], Born effect [45], and image forces [46]. In 
this study, we assume that the general partitioning coefficient, Φi, of all 
ions is the same to reduce the number of parameters in the model. The 
Donnan potential is given by ΔϕD. 

We consider local electroneutrality and zero electric current at all 
positions in the membrane, according to 
∑

i
zici +X = 0 (5)  

and 
∑

i
ziJi = 0 (6)  

where X is the charge density of the membrane, which can be constant, 
or can be variable. In that second case, X can depend on local concen-
trations, chemical interactions between ions and membrane material, 
and on acid-base reactions [28]. In this study, we make X a function of 
the local Ca2+ or Mg2+ concentration using the equations reported by 
Hall et al. [36], without including a direct effect of other ions. Even 
though Na+ might also interact with the negative carboxylic groups of 
the membrane, divalent cations have a stronger interaction and higher 
site-binding constant [47], which translates into a larger impact on the 
membrane charge density. Therefore, the membrane charge density is 
defined as function of the local concentration of divalent cations, c2+, 
according to 

X = X0
1 − Kb⋅c2+

1 + Kb⋅c2+ (7)  

with Kb the membrane-c2+ binding constant, and X0 the bare membrane 
charge density, i.e., the charge in absence of divalent cations in solution. 
The derivation of this membrane charge model is explained in Section 1 
of the Supporting Information (SI). In the charge model, we assume that 
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divalent cations bind to a single membrane group (1:1 interaction). This 
model allows the membrane charge to flip from negative, in the absence 
of divalent cations, to positive when sufficient numbers of divalent 
cations are present. An alternative membrane charge model is discussed 
in SI (Fig. S1), where we present results for the case when divalent 
cations bind to two membrane groups at the same time (1:2 interaction). 

Another important variable is the rejection of ions, Ri, which is given 
by 

Ri = 1 −
cp,i

cf,i
(8)  

where cp,i and cf,i are the concentration of ions in permeate and in feed. 
In the model, we define a reference Peclet-number, Peref = vFδ

Dref
, where 

vF is the water velocity, δ is the membrane thickness, and Dref is a 
reference diffusion coefficient. The Peclet-number is often used to ex-
press the ratio of transport by advection over transport by diffusion [48]. 
Nevertheless, defining a Peclet-number is also a convenient approach to 
non-dimensionalize transport equations [49]. In this work, we define a 
Peref to relate several parameters of the model mathematically. Espe-
cially for multi-component electrolyte solutions the definition of Dref is 
very convenient, because we avoid defining specific Pe-numbers for 
each ion. Besides, with a Peref, the transport model can be solved for any 
combination of vF and δ. Provided that the value of Peref is the same, the 
outcome of the transport model will not change. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Membrane charge density 

In this section, we study the effect of divalent cation adsorption on 
membrane charge density. The net membrane charge is the result of 
deprotonation or protonation of functional groups. In principle, two 
types of functional groups contribute to the membrane charge: the 
amide and carboxylic groups [43,50,51]. In acidic conditions (low pH, 
pH<5) the amide groups are mostly in protonated form ([R − NH2] +

[H3O+] ⇌ [R − NH3
+]), while in alkaline condition (high pH, pH>7), 

the carboxylic groups are mostly in deprotonated form ([R − COOH] ⇌ 
[R − COO− ] + [H3O+]). Generally, when the solution pH is above pH =
5, polyamide composite membranes have a net negative surface charge 
(X ≈ [COO− ]). However, for low pH conditions, the concentration of 
protonated amide groups must be included in the charge model (X =
[COO− ] + [NH3

+]). The charge model presented in this study can be 
easily extended to include the concentration of amide groups on the 
membrane charge density. 

Fig. 2 depicts the results from the theoretical calculations of the 
membrane charge density, X, using parameters listed in Table 2, Case I, 
where the membrane charge density ranges from − 400 to 400 mM. For a 
solution with low [Ca2+]feed the membrane is negatively charged (as low 
as X = − 400 mM) but it becomes positively charged at a higher 
[Ca2+]feed. The bare membrane charge density used in this model 
calculation, X0 = − 400 mM, falls in the range that has previously been 
reported for NF membranes [52–55]. 

One can identify three different effects of the presence of divalent 
cations on the membrane charge density, namely membrane charge 
screening, point of zero charge, and membrane charge reversal. Charge 
screening is the reduction of the membrane charge density without 
inversion of the sign. The point of zero charge (≈ 8 mM) represents the 
value of [Ca2+]feed that leads to a neutrally charged membrane. Charge 
reversal takes place after the point of zero charge, when [Ca2+]feed is 
higher than 8 mM. Moreover, [Na+]feed also influences charge screening 
and membrane charge reversal. 

In Fig. 2, for 100 mM and 500 mM [Na+]feed, the curve of charge 
density vs divalent cation concentration becomes quite steep when 
[Ca2+]feed increases to beyond 2.0 or 25 μM respectively, showing in that 
range a strong effect of the adsorption of counterions on the membrane 

charge density. For both solutions, 100 mM and 500 mM [Na+]feed, at a 
concentration of 8 and 9 mM [Ca2+]feed respectively, the membrane 
charge is zero (point of zero charge). In practice, these concentrations 
are often reached and sometimes even higher [56,57], and thus mem-
brane charge reversal must certainly be considered. Above the point of 
zero charge (8 or 9 mM), charge reversal takes place, with membrane 
charge density ultimately reaching X = 400 mM. The value of the 
binding constant, Kb, that we find in our study by fitting theory to the 
data, is comparable to values reported in literature [38]. 

3.2. Model predictions 

In this section we compare our model outcome with experimental 
data. In Table 1, the general transport parameters used are reported. The 
Nelder-Mead method [58] was used to find model parameters that make 
the theory fit closely to data from two studies [39,40]. Detailed infor-
mation about the Nelder-Mead procedure is given in Section 3 of SI. The 
Nelder-Mead procedure was successful and gave us a good fit of the 
theory to experimental data, and provided realistic parameter settings 
that we report in Table 2. Interestingly, the reduction of diffusion for 
divalent cations is lower than for monovalent cations (ζNa+ > ζCa2+ and 
ζMg2+), which agrees with the results from Shefer et al. [59] 

The data from Fridman et al. [39] was the first set of data used to 
develop and evaluate the model. The description of the experimental 
protocol is summarized in SI. These data correspond to two solutions 
with a total feed Cl− concentration, [Cl− ]tot, of 100 mM and of 500 mM, 
while the concentration of cations was varied. The equivalent Na+

fraction in the feed, θ, is defined as 

θ =
[NaCl]feed

[Cl− ]tot
=

[NaCl]feed

[NaCl]feed + 2⋅[CaCl2]feed
. (9) 

In Fig. 3, we show experimental data and model predictions for the 
rejection of Na+ (Fig. 3a) and Ca2+ (Fig. 3b) as function of feed 
composition, θ. Blue and red lines are our model predictions that con-
siders Ca2+ adsorption on the membrane. The grey dashed line shows an 
earlier calculation result by Fridman et al. for [Cl− ]tot = 100 mM [39], in 
which adsorption of Ca2+ ions to the membrane was not considered. 

Including the effect of Ca2+ ions on the membrane charge density 
leads to a better prediction of the experimental data. Fig. 3 depicts the 
effect of Ca2+ concentration on the rejection of cations, i.e., increased 
concentrations of Ca2+ in the feed solution results in increased rejection 
of Ca2+. The charge reversal phenomenon can explain these results. 
With Ca2+ concentrations above 8 mM the membrane is positively 
charged (Fig. 2), and therefore the rejection of divalent cations is 
enhanced due to electrostatic repulsion. 

Fig. 3a depicts how Na+ rejection decreases to negative values, when 
its concentration in the feed is less than θ ~ 0.4. This special situation 

Table 1 
Transport parameters used in theory. Diffusion coefficients from Ref. [28].  

Dref = 1⋅10− 9 m2/s DMg2+/Dref = 0.706 δref = 100 nm 
DNa+/Dref = 1.334 DCa2+/Dref = 0.791 Kc, i = 1 for all ions 
DCl− /Dref = 2.031 Peref = 0.0015 vF = 1.5 μm/s  

Table 2 
Model parameters calculated to fit the experimental data for Case I based on 
Fridman et al. [39], and for Case II based on Déon et al. [40].  

Case I Case II 

X0 − 400 mM X0 − 36 mM 
Kb 2.28 mM− 1 Kb 1.57 mM− 1 

ΦCl− , ΦNa+, ΦCa2+ 0.19 ΦCl− , ΦNa+, ΦMg2+ 0.13 
ζCl− 0.0046 ζCl− 0.0077 
ζNa+ 0.0314 ζNa+ 0.0277 
ζCa2+ 0.0143 ζMg2+ 0.0014  
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will be discussed in Section 3.3.1. In contrast, Fig. 3b shows how Ca2+

rejection is relatively stable and only at very low [Ca2+]feed, i.e., high θ, 
drops off, in agreement with ref. [60] This steep decay in rejection of 
Ca2+ at high θ is found both in theory and experiments. As expected for 
NF, the rejection of divalent ions is much higher than of monovalent 
ions. Comparing this result with the model prediction by Fridman et al. 
[39] (grey dashed line) shows that including the adsorption of Ca2+ ions 
to the membrane significantly improves the prediction of ion rejection. 
Therefore, contrary to what is reported in literature [31], in this study 
we conclusively demonstrate that it is possible to rationalize the puz-
zling behavior (e.g., rejection of ions increasing with concentration or 
controlled by counterions) of three ions in solution by using a model 
based on the extended Nernst-Planck equation (mean-field theory) in 
which the adsorption of counterions in the membrane is included. 

In a second exercise, we analyzed experimental data from a second 
study to further validate our model [40]. In this second study, ternary 
ion mixtures were tested with different membranes and experimental 
conditions. We analyze their data, for one membrane (AFC40), tested 
with a ternary salt mixture of Na+, Mg2+, and Cl− . We used data re-
ported for a solution of 50 mM Na+ and 25 mM Mg2+ feed concentration. 

Despite the different membranes and the use of Mg2+ instead of Ca2+, 
the principle of cation binding to the carboxylic groups of the polyamide 
layer is expected to be the same. Mg2+ ions have shown similar ion- 
surface interactions that can lead to charge reversal [61]. 

By using the value of membrane charge density reported by Déon 
et al. [40] and calculating the binding constant, Kb, and the values of the 
reduction factors for diffusion, ζi, for each ion, we can again reproduce 
the data of ion rejection. For this case, the general transport parameters 
are given in Table 1, and the values of the model parameters are re-
ported in Table 2, Case II. Fig. 4 depicts the experimental data [40] and 
model predictions for the rejection of Mg2+ and Na+ as function of the 
permeate flux Jv, which is equivalent to the water velocity through the 
membrane, vF. 

The gradual increase of ion rejection with water flux is clearly 
shown. In this data set, the rejection of divalent cations is higher than of 
monovalent cations, which is attributed to the effect of Mg2+ on the 
membrane charge density. Besides, negative rejections for Na+ are 
observed again, now at low water flux, which are perfectly reproduced 
by our model. Indeed, the accurate reproduction of these experimental 
data with our model shows again that the adsorption of divalent cations 

Fig. 3. Rejection as function of feed compositions, θ, and [Cl− ]tot of a) Na+ and b) Ca2+ by NF membrane NF270. Blue and red lines are our model predictions, the 
grey dashed line is the prediction by Fridman et al, and symbols are experimental data [39]. Model parameters are in Table 2, Case I. 
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in the membrane is an important element in theoretical descriptions of 
NF. 

3.3. Analysis 

3.3.1. Limiting cases 
There are two interesting situations in the limits of θ ~ 0 and θ ~ 1 in 

Fig. 3a and b. In the first region, when θ ~ 0, the model and the 
experimental data show a rejection below zero, RNa+< 0, which can be 
considered a quite unexpected result. However, this situation has 
already been reported in literature, especially for multi-component 
electrolyte solutions in the presence of multivalent ions [35,62–66]. 
Yaroshchuk et al. studied the different cases and reasons behind the 
negative rejection [67]. The membrane properties (e.g., charge and 
material), the ions in the solution and the operating conditions are some 
of the parameters that can lead to Ri<0. In this particular case, when a 
counterion with lower valence (Na+) is a trace ion and a highly charged 
membrane is used, the electroneutrality principle is the main reason for 
Ri<0. When multiple counterions with different mobilities and valencies 
are in solution, due to the electric field, the counterion with a single 
charge is accelerated, especially when there is a low passage of multi-
valent ions through the membrane. 

The second limit is in the region close to θ= 1. This limit is illustrated 
in Fig. 5, which is a magnification of Fig. 3a and b. Blue and red lines 
represent the case for [Cl− ]tot of 100 mM and 500 mM, respectively. In 
this region, there is a sharp increase in the rejection of both ions, RNa+

and RCa2+. To explain the increase in RCa2+, we need to consider that, in 

this region, Ca2+ is present as a trace ion. When a trace ion has a higher 
charge, and its sign is the same as the faster dominant ion, there is an 
increase in the rejection of the trace ion [68]. 

On the other hand, there are no effects of the trace ion on the 
membrane characteristics and on the transport mechanisms of the 
dominant ions [69]. Thus, the membrane charge density is not affected 
and the co-ion, in this case Cl− , determines the rejection. The lower the 
Ca2+ concentration in the feed, the more negative the membrane charge 
density and the lower the Cl− concentration inside the membrane, which 
limits the transport of both Cl− and Na+ due to the zero current principle 
as summarized in Eq. (6). 

3.3.2. Concentration profiles across the membrane 
Now, we present and discuss the concentrations of Na+ and Ca2+, 

and the membrane charge density, X, just inside the membrane, at both 
membrane interfaces, as function of θ, for [Cl− ]tot = 100 mM. 

Fig. 6 shows that the concentrations of ions, and the membrane 
charge density, are different between the two sides of the membrane. For 
instance, the concentration of Ca2+ gradually decreases across the 
membrane, from the feed to the permeate side, and this has the expected 
effect to lower the membrane charge density. On the other hand, the 
concentration of Na+ increases across the membrane. For both cations, 
the difference in concentration across the membrane is largest for low 
values of θ (Na+ trace condition). This result is in agreement with the 
analysis of negative rejections of Na+ given in Section 3.3.1. 
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4. Conclusions 

The ability to better reject divalent ions over monovalent ions makes 
NF suitable for interesting engineering and environmental science ap-
plications, including water reclamation, water softening, and desalina-
tion. For a wide range of NF applications, it is important to be able to 
predict ion rejection accurately. In this study, we focused on multi- 
component electrolyte solution with three ions: Na+, Ca2+ (or Mg2+), 
and Cl− . Such a multi-component electrolyte solution is expected to 
show discrepancies between theory and experimental data and an un-
expected behavior compared to single salt solutions. However, this study 
shows that mean-field theory can be adapted to include important 
physicochemical phenomena and explain such unexpected results. 
Moreover, the results of this study highlight the importance of consid-
ering the interaction between counterions and the charged functional 
groups of the membrane. In some cases, counterion binding to the 
membrane can lead to charge reversal, which completely affects the 
rejection of all the ions. Finally, this work opens up the possibility for 
future studies to consider interactions between ions (e.g., Na+, Ca2+, and 
Mg2+) and the active layer of the membrane. 
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